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P hysicochemical measurements by the reversed-flow version of
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Abstract

Since the first publication on the method, reversed-flow gas chromatography has been used to ‘‘separate’’ physicochemical
quantities by measuring the value of one in the presence of another. The experimental arrangement consists of a small
modification of a commercial gas chromatograph, so that it includes a four- or six-port gas sampling valve, and a simple cell
placed inside the chromatographic oven. This cell suppresses the effects of the carrier gas flow on the physicochemical
phenomena taking place in the stationary phase. These phenomena pertain to chemical kinetics, diffusion in gases, liquids
and surfaces, mass transfer across gas–liquid and gas–solid boundaries, local adsorption on heterogeneous solid surfaces,
etc.
 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1 . Introduction diffusion in the column, non-instantaneous equilibra-
tion between the mobile and the stationary phase,

Reversed-flow gas chromatography (RF-GC) does non-sharp input distribution of the analyte, etc. Also,
not depend on retention times, broadening factors, the results of RF-GC do not need extrapolation to
and statistical moments of the elution bands, due infinite dilution and zero carrier gas flow-rate to
mainly to non-linear isotherms, non-negligible axial approximate true physicochemical parameters. This

is because it is not an integration method, like those
measuring concentrations as functions of time in*Corresponding author. Tel.:130-61-997-110; fax:130-61-
chemical kinetics. It is adifferential method measur-997-144.

E-mail address: rita@chemistry.upatras.gr(N.A. Katsanos). ing rates of physicochemical phenomena, not only
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initially, like initial rates of chemical reactions, but this that the RF-GC version of inverse gas chroma-
over an extended period of time, thus constituting a tography (IGC) was invented.
time-resolved chromatography.

The first idea on this differential aspect was that of
Phillips et al. [1], who stopped the flow of the carrier 2 . Theory and methodology
gas for a short time period repeatedly, producing
each time extra narrow peaks. By this procedure, he Initially [2–4], the reactant was injected at a
measured the differential rate of a catalytic reaction middle point of the column containing a catalyst as
taking place on the stationary phase in a gas chro- the stationary phase, and the direction of carrier-gas
matographic column. The method permitted a direct flow was reversed from time to time instead of
determination of reaction rates, not only for small stopping it. This also created extra chromatographic
conversions to products, or for reaction times around peaks ‘‘sited’’ on the continuous signal. The next
zero, but in the whole range of conversions covering idea was to reverse the flow only for a short time
an extended period of time. Probably the main period (5–60 s) and then restore it in its original
drawback of the method is that it continuously direction. The result was a sharp symmetrical and
switches the system under study from a flow dy- narrow peak, its width at half-height being exactly
namic one to a static system and vice versa, by equal to the duration of the flow reversal. An
repeatedly closing and opening the carrier-gas flow. example is shown in Fig. 1.
Diffusion and other related phenomena, which are A long series of suchsample peaks can be
usually negligible during the gas flow, may become obtained, but their use in calculating physicochemi-
important when the flow is stopped. It was to cure cal quantities other than rate constants of heteroge-

3Fig. 1. A reversed-flow chromatogram of 1-propanol vapour diffusing into helium carrier gas (38.1 cm /min), at 342.4 K.
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neous catalytic reactions became problematic, since a≠cs
] *typical mass balance in the chromatographic column 5 k (c 2 c )2 k c (3)R s s 2 s≠t

would be:
21k (s ) being the rate constant of a possible first-22

≠c ≠c ≠ c order or pseudo-first-order surface reaction of theg g g
] ] ]] *5 2 v. 1D ? 1 k (c 2 c ) (1)g 2 R s s adsorbed A. An independent isotherm describes the≠t ≠x ≠x

local with respect to time equilibrium adsorbed
wherec is the concentration of analyte A in the gas concentration, without specifying a priori an iso-g

3phase (mol /cm );t is the time (s);x is the length therm model [10]:
coordinate along the column (cm);v is the linear t

m avelocity of carrier gas (cm/s);D is the diffusion s xg
2 ] ]*c 5 d(x 2L )1 ? k Ec (t) dt (4)s 2 1 gcoefficient of A in the carrier gas (cm /s);k is the a aR s s

0rate constant for adsorption/desorption on the
21stationary phase (s );c is the concentration of A in wherem is the amount of analyte A which would bes s

*the adsorbed state (mol /g);c is the equilibrium adsorbed at equilibrium initially (mol /g);a is thes s
adsorbed concentration of A (mol /g). amount of stationary phase per unit length of column

The solution of such equations to find sayk or c bed (g/cm);L is the length of solid bed (cm);a isR s 2 x
is very difficult, if not impossible, owing mainly to the cross sectional area of the void space in the solid

2the presence of the termv(≠c /≠x). Can we phys- bed (cm ); k is the local adsorption parameter,g 1
ically suppress the effects of this term on the last two *transforming the area under thec vs. t curve intocg s

21terms on the right, describing physicochemical pro- (s ); t is a dummy variable for time.
cesses taking place in the gaseous and the stationary The detailed solution of a similar system of partial
phase? The answer is yes, by simply placing the tube differential equations can be found elsewhere [9].
containing the stationary phase perpendicularly to the This solution gives the value ofc of Eq. (2) at thez
direction of the carrier gas flow. Thus, the term junction of the sampling and the vertical column
2 v(≠c /≠x) is abolished from the GC equation, the (z 5 0), at timet when a flow reversal (for 5–60 s) ofg

carrier gas running only through the so-called ‘‘sam- the carrier gas (flowing only through the sampling
pling column’’, i.e. an empty gas chromatographic column) is made, by means of the four-port valve of
tube (100–160 cm34 mm I.D.) connected to the the system. What is the form of this functionc (0, t)z
inlet of carrier gas at the one end and to the detector and how is it measured experimentally? The form is
at the other, by means of a four-port gas sampling a sum of 2–4 exponential functions oft, being
valve [5–9]. At about the middle of this column the proportional to the heightH of the sample peaks
tube containing the stationary phase was connected.(like those of Fig. 1) created and recorded by each

A small volume of the analyte gas is injected onto flow reversal:
the solid bed through a common injector, closing the

1 /MH 5 gc (0, t)5OA exp (B t) (5)vertical tube. Two mass balance equations are writ- z i i
iten to describe its diffusion and adsorption on the

solid of the vertical column, filled also with stagnant, where M is the known response factor of the
not flowing, carrier gas. One is Eq. (1) without the detector, g a calibration factor for each analyte
term 2 v(≠c /≠x), and the other simply reads: calculated easily [10], andA , B , are functions of theg i i

physicochemical quantities pertaining to the various
2 phenomena taking place in the stationary phase bed.≠c ≠ cz z

] ]]5D ? (2)z 2 The above answers the question, ‘‘why a carrier≠t ≠z
gas is flowing in the system’’, remembering that it

wherez denotes the length coordinate of the vertical does not flow through the stationary phase. The
part of the tube not containing any solid. answer is ‘‘to carry out a sampling procedure of the

The rate of change of the adsorbed concentration gaseous phase, coming out of the stationary phase
c is: bed because of a diffusion current’’. The samplings
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position is the junction atz 5 0. A long asymmetrical In (7) it contains only the reacting gases, and in (8)
chromatographic band would be obtained, unless the it is a diffusion denuder tube having its internal wall
four-port valve is turned to the other position and covered with a thin layer of solid particles.
then returned to its original position after 5–60 s. Some recent achievements of physicochemical
This causes a short flow-reversal of the carrier gas in measurements by RF-GC are the following.
the sampling column, creating in the recording (9) The local adsorption rate constant, the desorp-
system sharp symmetrical and narrow peaks. An tion rate constant, the surface reaction rate
auxiliary separation column is used in front of the constant, the deposition velocity, the reaction
detector when two or more products come out at the probability, and the apparent gaseous reaction
junction z 5 0. rate constant were measured, together with a

Thus, we are left with a long series of narrow simultaneous determination of the isotherm, for
sample peaks, their heightH from the continuous the adsorption of gases on solid surfaces [19].
signal being given by Eq. (5). (10) The local adsorption energies´, the local mono-

*The summation indexi may range from 1 to 2, 3 layer capacitiesc , the local adsorption iso-max

or 4, depending on the mathematical model em- thermsu , and the adsorption energy distributiont

ployed for the description of the various physico- functionsf(´), for adsorption of gases on
chemical processes, and the approximations used to heterogeneous surfaces were measured in time-
solve the relevant system of partial differential resolved surface heterogeneity studies, circum-
equations. In all cases,A and B are calculated by venting altogether the well-known integral equa-i i

personal computer programmes written for non- tion [44–48]:
linear least-squares regression analysis. The form of

`Eq. (5) is not an a priori assumption, but results from
the mathematical solutions. Q( p, T )5Eu ( p, T, ´)f(´) d´ (6)i

0

3 . Potential of the methodology and discussion whereQ( p, T ) is the overall experimental ad-
sorption isotherm.

To mention only some of the quantities measured, (11) The time separation of three kinds of adsorption
one can determine the following fromA and B . sites of gases on heterogeneous surfaces wasi i

(1) Chemical kinetics parameters in heterogeneous experimentally found [49].
and homogeneous catalysis [3,11–18,20,21]. (12) The energy of lateral molecular interactions on

(2) Diffusion coefficients in gases and liquids [22– heterogeneous surfaces was measured in a time-
26]. resolved procedure [50].

(3) Rates of evaporation of pure liquids [27]. Tables of results showing the adsorption properties
(4) Activity coefficients in liquid mixtures [28,29]. of various adsorbates on heterogeneous solids can
(5) Mass transfer and partition coefficients across easily be obtained (cf. Table 1 in Ref. [44]) showing

gas–liquid and gas–solid boundaries [30–37]. that the reversed-flow version of IGC constitutes a
(6) Obstructive factors and external porosities in time-resolved surface heterogeneity study. All quan-

solid beds [38]. tities change regularly with the time of sampling the
(7) Rate constants in bimolecular gaseous reactions surface, although the changes are neither linear nor

[39,40]. chaotic. The various quantities can be graphically
(8) Overall and differential experimental isotherms plotted, not only against time but also as functions of

of adsorption [10,41–43]. each other. For example, in Fig. 2 the new ad-
The list of references given above is by no means sorption energy distribution functionw(´; t)5u f(´) /t

*exhaustive. Only representative publications are c for the system ethane/calcium oxide, at 508C ismax

cited. plotted against the random variate of adsorption
In some of the above applications (1–5) the energy´ in (a), and against the structural parameter

vertical column contains a liquid instead of a solid. of timet in (b). In (c), the time profile of the lateral
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interaction energybu is shown. The plot (a) has thei

appearance of three superimposed Gaussian curves
A, B and C; the plot in (b) shows an almost perfect
way to separate the three Gaussian-shaped probabili-
ty distributions A, B and C; finally, the plot in (c) is
in accord with the model of three kinds of adsorption
sites, as proposed by Bakaev and Steele [51].

4 . Conclusions

From the previous section and the literature cited
it is obvious that, using a conventional simple
chromatograph slightly modified to include a four- or
six-port gas sampling valve, one can easily and
accurately measure physicochemical quantities never
having been measured before, e.g. lateral molecular
interactions of molecules on heterogeneous surfaces
[50].

More work is well under way concerning the
application of the RF-GC version for the determi-
nation of the surface diffusion coefficients and the
effectiveness factors on the heterogeneous surfaces
of solid catalysts, the surface energy of solids, and
adsorption kinetics on heterogeneous surfaces.
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